How are magical rituals conceptually structured and how do these structures relate to both die general conceptual systems of a culture and to the Cognition of individual participants? This paper will approach these and related questions through an analysis based on the theory of conceptual mappings and mental spaces developed by cognitive scientists Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner. Ritual structures are constructed through the process of conceptually blending separate cognitive domains; they are marked off from ordinary discourse as a specific cultural gerne; and links based on identity, analogy, metaphor and metonymy facilitate the projection of both ritual efficacy and inferential structure into the ritual Space. I will propose an open list of mappings in magical rituals consisting of xh&genetic, linguistic, and ^mpathetic hl&nds. Subsequendy, this cognitive approach will be applied to a classic area of research on magic, namely the Trobriand garden magic, as described by anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski. In the conclusion, results from this analysis will be related to long-standing problems and theoredcal posioons in the study of magic outlined in the introduction to the paper. 
Introduction
Magic always has been and continues to be a controversial subject in both anthropology and the study of religion. The concept has a long tradition as a polemical term in the Westem Hemisphere. At first as a concept to designate unfamiliar religions (they are 'magical', whereas our religion is a proper 'religion") and later used to condemn certain practices inside Western Chrisdanity, in particular the Protestant view of the Roman Catholic Sacraments as "magical" and therefore "satanic" (Thomas 1991 practices. Although the worst and most extreme connotations of the concept were soon obliterated, a related misconception was to haunt the study for a long while: the idea of the absolute Opposition and dichotomy between religion and magic, related to a general dichotomy between belief and ritual. However, in this context the focus is not on the development of the concept, or related definitions of religion, magic and their mutual Opposition (see Sorensen 2005b Sorensen , 2007a for discussion). The point I wish to make is that whereas religion has been, and still is, deemed as a worthy and 'spiritual' domain of life and experience, magic has been scomed and relegated to a position as one of the fallacies of early or primitive man. It has been noted that this differentiation seems to correlate with the relative position of the categories in society (e.g. Jarvie & Agassi 1967) . Religion has all but renounced its explanatory power and changing (or magical) potential, leaving these areas of life to the natural sciences and technology, therefore restricting itself to the more ethical and 'spiritual' domains of life. Magic, concerned as it is with transforming and manipulating, is still seen as a rival to science, as both claim pragmatic and explanatory value.
This dichotomy presents a problem to the scholar. Either the magical practices are simply wrong judged against modern scientific Standards, or they must be about something eise than they claim. The first position is broadly speaking defended by the Intellectualist tradition. The Intellectualists understand magic as an intellectual and rational procedure based on wrong premises. In Sir James Frazer's version, magic is the misapplication of the association of ideas, expressed in the law of similarity and the law of contagion (Fraaer 1993 (Fraaer [1922 ). That is, magic is the erroneous connection of entities based on similarity and contagion. As will be evident, there is a clear connection from this proposition, over Roman Jakobson equation of similarity to metaphor and contagion to metonymy (Jakobson & Halle 1956) , to current cognitive theories of metaphor and metonymy. More recent proposals in the Intellectualist tradition understand magic as the practical or concrete manifestation of an explanatory system, in which magical procedures and utterances are translated into propositions and related to explanatory systems, as are propositions to axioms.' The main problem in the Intellectualist approach is the overemphasis on the explanatory effects of religion and magic, and the related hypothesis concerning the propositional character of religious and magical statements. By obscuring the non-propositional schematic content, this "translation" of ritual acrions and statements into propositions might actually hide more than it elucidates. Besides, it is very difficult to explain why magical practices (and rcligion) persist despite new explanatory systems with superior technological means.
Contrary to the IntelJectualists, the Symbolists understand magic as an index of something eise. They disregard participants' reasons for the performance of magical rituals. Participants' explanations of why a specific ritual is performed, its instrumental "rationality", are seen as a secondary rationalisation obscuring its real structure and reason. Instead rituals are expressive (as opposed to instrumental) actions making use of a system of symbols which must be interpreted in order to understand reality behind the sign, whether this reality consist of the unconscious (Freud), society (Dürkheim & Mauss), structures of thought (Levi-Strauss) or some transcendent reality (Eliade).^ The Intellectualist and the Symbolist positions have a serious problem in common: the risk of posing the supposed "real" and hidden reasons of magical activity on theoretical constructs that have either no apparent connection to empirical facts or are reified notions stemming from elaborate theoretical systems. In both cases magic is not really the thing to be explained, but just another instance of behaviour pointing to the points of real interest. According to the Intellectualists, participants in magical ceremonies are rational beings that are wrong in their claim of ritual efficacy. According to the Symbolists, they are not wrong, they are just not conscious about the real reason for their symbolic behaviour.
A third approach to magical rituals is Performative, inspired by the philosophers Austin and Searle. According to this view, magical rituals are special kinds of speech-acts, aimed at changing conditions in the social and natural environment. Ritual language is seen as a special style distinguishing the magical content from normal language, and magical rituals seem to be based on a transfer of the experience of the efficacy of speech-acts in the social domain emphasis of the 'stxangeness' and exotic nature of magic. Instead of seeing similarides with so called 'normal' language, magical language (and following this, diinking) has been deemed 'incomprehensible', 'metaphoric', 'expressive' etc. in Order to distinguish it from everyday language (thinking). I do not say that these things are not present in magic. By all means they are. However, the conception of 'normal' natural language has changed considerably within the last two decades, shedding light on the more 'exotic' properties of natural language and pointing towards cognitive properties dissolving at least some of the differences claimed between 'normal' and 'magical' language and thinking.
The cognitive approach
The basic assumption in this paper is that magical actions are a product of ordinary cognitive processes. There is, at least per se, no reason to claim any special neurological centres or special cognitive procedures to explain and model magic in all its expressions. Within cognitive science in general, and cognitive anthropology and the cognitive study of religion in particular, there seem to be two complimentary approaches:
The first approach seeks to identify cognitive constraints on cultural expressions arising from both domain-specific constraints on knowledge and domaingeneral constraints on general cognitive mechanisms. It is concemed with questions of intuitive ontological assumptions built by perceptual and cognitive differentiation of domains of experience, and with causal expectadons related to these ontological domains. It deals with basic level categorisation, imageschematic properties, and the construcrion of experiential frames. In short, it addresses all the limitations and constraints imposed on perception and Cognition by the cognitive and neural apparatus. Examples of such work in the cognitive study of religion are Lawson and McCauley's work on rimal structure (Lawson & McCauley 1990; McCauley & Lawson 2002) , and Pascal Boyer's work on religious categories and transmission of tradition (Boyer 1994; 2001) . Boyer emphasises how religious categories, like spirits, gods, and medicine men, are ascribed intuitive ontological properties such as constancy, goal-directed action and anthropomorphic mental states; at the same time, these entities are explicidy described as transcending or violating other intuitive expectadons (e.g. omnipotence). The counterintuitive content ensures transmission by its attention-demanding nature, while the implicit intuitive ontological assumptions ensure inferential potential. Gods are easy to remember, but humans, animals and material objects are easy to reason by.
The second approacli is more concenied with cognirive expansion and creation, or how new meaning is created through mappings between both ontological and experiential domains. Mappings ensure a potential flow of inferential pattems between domains. They help create new domains through the Integration of different input into blends that facilitate manipulation and action by flowing back to the respective input spaces. Idealised Cognitive Models (ICMs), as defined by Lakoff (1987) , and Jrames (Fillmore 1982) play an important part in the structuring of mental spaces. Formative, grammatical, and pragmatic aspects are also mapped from more general models or examples into concrete expressions.
More recently, Gilles Fauconnier and Mark Turner have presented a theor)' of conceptual blending (Fauconnier & Turner 1998 . They argue that humans have the ability to integrate Information stemming from different conceptual domains by means of a process named blending (or, more technically, "conceptual integration"). When understanding something like 'my love is a rose', two mental spaces are constructed (Fauconnier 1994 (Fauconnier ,1997 , each informed by Information and inferential structures stemming from a conceptual domain: one about my love, another about roses. When the two are brought together, some aspects of each are projected into a new, emerging mental Space, the 'blend', in which these can interact to create new meaning, not explicable by each of the source domains alone. Thus, my love will be beautiful, fragile, smells good and possibly has thorns, at the same time as she, obviously, retains the characteristics of humans beings (biological and mental processes). Blending Information enables the creation of new meaning while 'hiding' potentially relevant Information and inferences by directing attention to a restricted ränge of inferences made relevant by the blend. Of importance in reladon to the investigation of magic, however, is not so much the creative potential implicit in this account of human cognitive processing, but rather the ability of humans to mentally integrate knowledge from otherwise distinct conceptual domains.
Mapping in Magic
Having pointed to a number of cognitive processes needed in explaining magic, a serious question poses itself If all the same cognitive mechanisms are used, how are we to distinguish magic from other types of behaviour? This is a very difficult quesrion concerning die descriptive diagnosrics of acrions diat are performed by the observer. However, I will tentatively try to describe some features of magic as a general concept.
Magic is generally performed by means of ritualized action sequences. It aims to transform and manipulate certain states of affairs, but ritual acrions are both intentionally and causally underdetermined. Thus, the persons performing the ritual have to abide by a stipulated action sequence (Humphrey & Laidlaw 1994) , and the causal relarion between the parricular acrions performed and their purported result are oblique (Sorensen 2007b) . Furthermore, the agency in the ritual responsible for ritual efficacy is often believed to possess special or counterintuirive qualiries demarcating the actual agent from other parricipants/ In magical rituals, a qualitarive change is supposed to take place. This is related to the intuirive ontologies described above in two ways: (1) Magic often ensures the transirion between ontological or experienrial domain. As for example in iniriarion rituals in which there is a qualitarive change of individuals' social status. (2) Magical rituals contain a deliberate mix of ontological domains, as when bread becomes flesh, and wine becomes blood -both consriturive of a metonymic relarion to Jesus as Christ. In this example the bread and wine does not change its appearance, only its essenrial quality is changed (Sorensen 2000 (Sorensen , 2007a .
In relarion to language, magic exploits a double atritude evident in most cultures. On the one hand language is seen as an arbitrary system of signs attaching sound or pictures to concepts referring to real, possible or imagined worlds. At the same time there is a strong feeling of parriciparion between word and object. Words and other signs tend to become part of what they denote. In almost all cultures there are some beliefs about the possible feedback between word and thing, and language plays a major role in most magical systems in the World. A metonymic relationship between word and thing is postulated ensuring that if you manipulate the outer sign, you will influence the inner substance or essence of the object. This points to a more general tendency of magic to exploit relarions of similarity or contact in magical manipulation. On a cultural level the cross-domain relations are formalised in traditions and pre-scripted ritual actions. This implies diat cenain sympathetic relations are sancrioned by tradition whereas oriiers are not. Besides, magical rituais make use of and produce current mythology, e.g. oral narratives describing "miracles", "stxange Happenings", "extraordinary objects and persons" etc.
They are also related to more institutionalised religion in a complex way. This is not the place to analyse this relationship (see Sorensen 2007a for discussion). It shall only be noted that religious symbolism is exploited to a great extend in magic, and that institutionalised religions often originäre in movements getting their main credibility through magical actions. There seems to be a dialectic relationship in which institutionalised religion supplies efficacious symbols to magical rituais, and magical practices supplies religious institutions with ritual efficacy.
Cultures differ in their ritual repertoire. One of the main Factors in this difference is the placement of magical agency. It makes a huge difference in this repertoire, whether the agent, the object, or the magical formula is invested with magical power. However, no matter the specifics of the ritual repertoires, rituais do not just constitute a formal frame, but also a special experiential frame. My claim is that participants, more often than not, have a special emotional, aesthetic and epistemic approach to phenomena in the rituais, giving rise to unusual ascriptions of power and causal relations.
List of mappings®
If rituais play this special role, they must be demarcated from the surrounding perceptual environment in a distinct manner. Below is a list of mappings relevant in magical rituais. The list should however by no means be considered exhaustive:
The first mapping is active in the construction of the ritual frame and relates to the probiem of the origin of entities in the ritual. In all rituais some entities are believed to have a special origin giving them a special place and performing a special role in the ritual, and the presence of these entities is judged by participants as a prerequisite for the construction of the ritual Space. Therefore this is called dncgenetic blend pointing to the origin of magical agency:
The following analysis is based on the theory of conceptual blending as it has been developed by Gilles Fauconnier, Eve Sweetser and Mark Turner (Fauconnier 1985 (Fauconnier & 1997 This figure illustrates the relevant mapping at a very abstract level and depicts the origin of each single dement used in a given ritual Frame. The box at the top right of the graphic contains the elements in question (again this is an open list) and I believe these are contained in the generic Space. I will focus on the first three parameters. Whether the carrier of magical agency resides in the agent (e.g. by possession), in the actions (e.g. the utterance of spells brought by ancestor spirits), or in the objects (e.g. a magical medicine) is by no means unimportant. For example, magical agency is invested in a shaman by virtue of his possession of knowledge acquired by spirit travel in the mythological world. In this case, all or some entides present in the ritual, spells or formulae might be taken from the profane world and only be invested with power through contact with this particular individual. Similar, if the magical agency is invested in objects or formulae these can be used by several individuals not imbued with any special power except their ownership of the objects or formulae.
We also find a division of role and value between the two input spaces. Often the role, for instance that of a shaman, 'originäres' in the sacred or mythological space placing the paragon as originating in a distant past or a mythical action of txanscendent intervention. The value of the role, on the other band, will most likely come from tlie profane world (e.g. a real person or object) getting connected to the role either once and for all by a special initiating ritual or every time the ritual Space is constructed. In the ritual space the role and the value is blended, and they might even melt into one in the creation of the specific instantiation. Again the re-entry into the profane world demands cleansing rituals restoring the entity's profane status, or the endty might altematively be represented as belonging to the blended or ritual Space from now on.
By mixing the profane and the sacred in the ritual space, the ontological properties of elements change or become uncertain. This might explain why enoties otherwise belonging to the profane domain are sometimes believed to contain mythic or magical powers following the ritual Performance (e.g. This figure illustrates the blending of linguistic genres found in many magical rituals. The top right box contains general linguistic parameters that constitute the generic space. The lower right box contains the content of input Space 2. Archaic linguistic forms are a typical trait of the language used in religion, magic and in ceremonial language in general. The most natural explanation for this 'conservatism' is the intimate connection, if not identity, between word and reference postulated to be the property of the idealised magical language projected into the ritual frame. This sympathetic relation between word and object will, of course, strengthen the tendency for archaic forms to proliferate in ritual language. Ungrammatical forms might be explained by the same mechanism, placing the stress on the correct reduplication of a spell no matter its grammatical form compared to spoken language. The prosody of magical spells is important. Often spells are recited in a very special manner, immediately marking them off from ordinary language, thereby facilitating the construction of a special pragmatic repertoire of ritual. Iteration and redundancy are common traits in magic. A hypothesis is that this praxis strengthens the force of the word and its image-schematic properties by its massive presence through repetition. Magical rituals often use dead or Foreign languages. Stanley Tambiah (1968) describes how Sinhalese mantras contain a hierarchy of languages: Sanskrit, when Hindu gods are invoked; Pali, when Buddha and Buddhist myths are referred to; Classical Sinhalese, when origin myths are narrated in the spell; and finally a polyglot mixture of several languages when the demons are addressed. In the most extreme cases, non sense words or pure gibberish can play a substantial part in magical rituals. In that case, words are not believed to have any semantic reference for the paröcipants (or this is hidden or forgotten). Instead, words are believed to be a compelling force alone by their material aspect, as a sign or a sound. This again points to the link or identity between word and referent ascribed to the idealised magical language.
All these characteristics point to the importance of linguisdc factors in the study of magic (Sorensen 2005a (Sorensen , 2007a . Spells and formulae are perceptuall)-marked off from ordinary language by some of the devices described above. Language thus plays a role in the construction of a ritual Space, as particular linguistic forms function as a cue that a ritual is being performed. Simultaneously, situating a particular 'stränge' linguistic utterance in a ritual frame is likely to evoke a representation of it as having a particular ritual function.
This points to a very important parameter in this respect, the paröcipants' accessibility to the magical language employed in the ritual, that is, the opaqueness or transparency of the magical language Space. In the most extreme cases, not even the ritual agent will understand the words he is using. In less extreme cases, the ritual agent will understand the words used, but the ordinary participant will not. At the other end of the continuum, all participants might understand the language. This parameter, of course, has to do with the social status and function of magic -whether being a magician is a "protected titie" based on esoteric knowledge and the transmission of spells. It also relates to the types of agency -whether the magical agency is invested in spells, objects or persons. In the case of the latter two, magical language might not play any role. Magical agency, ascribed to objects or persons, only has to be directed towards the desired goal, which can be done in ordinary language. In other cases, magical language has not yet been crystallised by the person wielding the magical agency, a process usually associated with the transfer of agency inherent in institutionalisation.
All or some of the above-menrioned linguisüc parameters are usually present in magical rituals. However, there are substantial cultural differences in the amount of power ascribed to language. This is determined to a large extent by the genetic blend linking ritual agency to myth and religion.
Finally, it must be pointed out that rituals always employ a mix between ordinary and magical language(s). Often the spells themselves will contain both contemporary and archaic forms, and at least the practical Instructions will be carried out in ordinary language.
The third mapping is a constructed example describing some of the mappings intemally in the ritual and could be named the ^mpathetic blend:"» In Sarensen (2007a) the sympathetic blend is divided into two distinct classes based on pragmatic goal of the ritual: Transformative Magic aimed to alter essential qualities of an entity; and Manipulative Magic aimed to influence schematic properties of an entity. The blend presented in Figure 3 is an example of Manipuladve Magic, whereas the Ingestion of sanctified bread in Holy Communion would be an example of Transformadve Magic.
This example shows a complicated mapping between Input 1 and Input 2. By manipulating objects in Input space 2, the ritual domain, the magician influences objects in Input 1, tlie world of everyday affairs. By blending the two domains, the enactment of the ritual event is able to cause a spadally distant event by fusing the acts, the patients, and the Instruments from the two spaces. The doli «Jensen, the needle is the spear, and the jabbing with the needle is the Piercing with the spear. Why does this change takes place? Normally we do not mistake analogy for idenrity when we make use of conceptual mappings. However, the shift from analogy to identity does not come easy. A ritual Space must be constructed and a ritual must be performed, including all or some of the above mendoned mappings. Further, the general mappings are strengthened by all sorts of metaphoric and metonymic connections between elements in the two spaces. The doli resembles a man in a schematic fashion enabling direct manipulaüon. Jensen's name might be uttered during the ceremony, and some of Jensen's hair, clothing or other personal belongings might be attached to the doli, emphasising the identity of the two by a metonymic relation. The needle resembles the spear, and throwing the needle into the doli constitutes the act of piercing. In this constructed example, several elements are mapped to each other. However, this need not be the case: The specific act, the Instrument or other parts of the chain of events might be underspecified, or simply not mapped. The important parts are the ritual agent and the magical agency. This points to the fact that there are several embedded rituals in one ritual. In order to obtain special power or quality, the magician, Instruments and objects have often been the centre of an embedded ritual (Lawson & McCauley 1990 ). This creates webs of rituals by which power is transmitted through time by metonymic or metaphorical extension.''
The fusion of elements in the blended Space described above is a necessary concemed with diagnostics and explanations by reference to magical agency, and thus involve a temporal dimension. This is important if we want to understand the contextual embedding of magical rituals, where sorcery er witchcraft often function as an explicit motivation. The procedure can be modelled by the process of matching spaces unfolded in a time sequence and showing instances of structure mappings by which a causal scenario is adapted to another sequence of events (Fauconnier 1997 ¥igun 4.
In this constructed example we have an idealised cultural theory ascribing sickness to witchcraft in the left figure. Humans (a), disease (b), and witchcraft (c) all appear as separate entities in the Base space. In the foundation Space, disease (bl) is attached to a human (al). This is subsequendy mapped to the extension Space connecting the disease (b2) to the human (a2) because of an instance of witchcraft (c2). The model is equivalent to a sentence like: "if a human is sick, then it is caused by witchcraft". This model is matched to a concrete instance of disease. Base spaces are connected as instances to the general model -Jensen is a human, malaria is a disease, and a particular kind of witchcraft is witchcraft in its generic sense. However, it is the matching of the foundation spaces that insures the mapping of inferential strucmre from the model to the instance.® When the Foundation spaces are matched, the extension foUows automatically. However, in magical rituals, Ais kind of diagnosric and explanadon is often related direcdy to other magical rituals working as countermeasures. If a cultural and cognitive model relates people who are sick from witchcraft, there wiU usually be a model of a ritual curing to remove the threat (if the parient has not died!).
Figure 5.
The figure iUustrates a cultural theory of ritual eure with a Base Space consisting of separate entities, only connecting the patient to the disease by the primary diagnosis. The Foundation Space contains the ritual unfolding in which the ritual agent performs a ritual on the patient thereby influencing the disease. In the Extension Space, the ritual performed by the agent results in the eure of the patient from the disease induced by witchcraft. This model might be unfolded through a sentence like: "if a human is sick due to witchcraft, then a ritual must be performed by a magician (agent) to eure the human". The model is mapped onto concrete instances, connecting patient to Jensen, disease due to witchcraft to malaria due to witchcraft etc. Again the actual matehing takes place between the foundation spaces. The magician must perform the ritual on Jensen in order for the matching to go through. When matched, the extension, that is, the curing foUows. However, often the ritual does not eure the patient.
There might be several explanarions for this fact:
-The ritual was not properly performed. This entails that it was in fact not a proper instanee of the model, and therefore the extension is invalidated.
-The ritual was met with strong counter-magic preventing the extension to come through. This points to the fact that the interaction of and clash between magical forces are understood as a dynamic system with several Parameters on each side.
Both these points invalidate the matching between the cultural and cognitive model and the instancing in the ritual eure. There is, however, a third possibility:
-The diagnostic of sickness was wrong, or it was not witchcraft after all (e.g. sickness might be a result of a morally depraved life). The first entails a primary diagnostic not modelled here, giving name to diseases without naming any responsible agency. This not only invalidates the matching of the ritual eure, but also invalidates the matching between model and instanee in the domain of diagnostic and explanation (embedded in b in the curing extension).
So the ritual is intimately connected to the diagnostic. And the explanation and diagnostics are, rather than deductive models, available cultural models used in abductive reasoning, that can be supplanted with a different model, if need arise. Another thing must be noted at this point. Instead of imagining the instandation matched direcdy to a model, it is likely that intervening examples of anecdotal nature will make a bridge between the general model and the concrete instanee. In fact it is an empirical question whether the abstract model exists at all or whether only anecdotal instantiations have any empirical status. This might seem like a superfluous division, but it relates to the important question concerning the representational format. The question is whether it is an abstract model based on semantic memory or an anecdotal representation based on episodic memory.
After having described some of the possible mappings in magical rituals from a theoretical and abstract level, I will now turn to a concrete example from the anthropological literature.
A Gase Study: Trobriand Garden Magic
In his famous monograph Coral Garden and Their Magic, the Polish-British anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski treats the elaborate system of magic surrounding agriculture on the Trobriand Islands (Malinowski 1935) . The Trobriand Islands are a small group of flat coral islands about two hundred miles northeast of Papua New Guinea. Malinowski made his field study between 1915 and 1918, and the present analysis uses this material without considering possible cultural changes. The paper will use "the ethnographic present tense" as referring to the population and their culture at that time.
The Trobrianders source of nourishment is primarily from agriculture, and secondarily from fishing. The most important crop is taytu, a form of yams. Taro is also important, but due to its poor storage quality it must be eaten immediately, in contrast to tc^tu that can be kept for a long time. Trade also plays an important role in Trobriand culture, and good canoes are regarded with considerable pride, as are well kept gardens (small agricultural fields). The gardens are connected to villages by hereditary ownership, and they are cultivated with the slash and bum method. It is not cntirely new land cultivated each year, but there is a rotation of which fields are cultivated -a decision made at the ^^a/«-meeting between the local headman and garden magician. The Trobriand society is matrilineal and patrilocal. This means that the hereditary line follows the mother -a boy has to move to his matemal uncle's village when he grows up, and women move to their husband's villages (away from their hereditary village). This entails an elaborate system of exchange, where a man has to give a huge share of his te^tu harvest to his sister's household. The tajtu is therefore not only the primary source of nourishment but also a very important material symbol. The clans that hold political power also own Garden magic, and it is handed down through matrilineal descent as well (with a few exceptions). In principle, the headman and the garden magician should be the same person, but usually the headman transfers the position as magician to a male in his matrilineal kin or to his son (which is regarded as more problematic). But even though specific groups own magic, its spells are by no means only known to an initiated few. As they are recited in public, or out loud in the magician's hut, they are publicly known, but only practised by proper magicians.
Garden maffc
The whole agricultural cycle is entwined witii a parallel cycle of magical rituals, from the slashing and buming of the new fields, to the planting of crops, growing and ripening, and finally harvest. There are minor and, in this context, insignificant differences between the magical systems employed in different geographical districts. As the ritual cycle contains many rites and an even greater number of magical spells, I shall restrict myself to one rite: the inaugural ceremony preceding the slashing and buming of the fields, that is, the inaugural rite of the whole agricultural season, ^e.yowala.
However, first it is necessary to introduce a couple of important cultural models as background knowledge for the analysis of the ritual. There is a general cultural model connecting humans to the soil in a metonymic and metaphoric relationship. The soil is described as a woman with a womb, and in the myth of origin humans are told to have emerged from the soil related to their village. So, as the individual human being originates from her mother's womb, a whole village originates from a specific hole in the "mother" soil. This figure illustrates a combinaöon of type one and three of ritual agency described above. Both the magician and the spell are believed to have magical agency, the magician through his metonymic, genealogical relation to the ancestral magicians (who all had magical power), and the spell through its iconic identity with the primordial spell. This seems to correlate with the population's attitude toward spell and magician. It is only the magician who is entided to utter the spells, and the magician must know the spells and recite them correctly in order for them to have any efficacy.
The yowala rite
The Overall objecdve of t\\c jomala rite is to ensure the fertility of the garden plot, and exorcise pests and diseases that might attack the crops. Preceding the recital of the spell analysed below, all axes have been delivered to the magician. magical herbs have been collected, and a ritual containing oblation to the ancestor spirits has been performed, crearing the presence (at least in the discourse) of the ancestor spirits. The spell (Formula 2)' of the rite is one of the most central spells in Trobriand magic. It is recited in several of the most important rites throughout the ritual cycle. Besides, it contains elements used in many other rites and spells, and is therefore an excellent example for analysis. Instead of proceeding in a sequential fashion, I will take the different level mappings one at a time.
The ritual setting
The first thing to notice is the recital of the whole genealogical list connecting the present magician to the ancestral line. As mentioned above, this procedure creates a metonytnic relation, and states the legitimacy of the present magician. In the end there is mythological reference in exorcising the pest or diseases in the Northwest direction. This is the same direction the dead must go and babies come from (Malinowski 1935, vol. 2: 264) . Implicit is the notion that the spell is identical with the spell either brought from underground or acquired from culture hero Tudava.
Unguistic mappings
The linguistic mappings of Trobriand spells are to a certain degree govemed by a more general formal mapping. Longer Trobriand spells are all divided into three parts named by a plant metaphor: U'ula, the start of the spell, has the basic meaning of 'foundation' or 'bottom stem of a tree', and has other extensions such as to 'cause' or 'reason', and 'organiser' (somewhat equivalent of the use of 'root' as a metaphor for cause in English). This part of the spell contains more stränge and archaic words, unusual grammatical forms and some degree of Iteration. It is judged as being more sacred and must therefore not be altered. Finally it is recited in a slow manner and in a particular singsong form distinguishing spells from ordinary language. Tapwana, the middle part of the spell, has the basic meaning 'main trunk of a tree', and extends to meanings such as 'body', V^/«-tuber' and 'surface'. This part of the spell is uttered in a more normal language. Its sequence is not deemed so important, and it is characterised by a high degree of Iteration. It is recited in a quick way, and repeated again and again. It is significant, though, that this part of the speU contains the actual manipulation in a linguisric form. Dabwana or dogina, the end of the spell, has the basic meaning of 'head or top of plant' and besides that means 'foliage' and 'creeper'. This final part of the spell is iess sacred than the first but more so than the second part of the spell. It often contains mythological references and narrative bits. The part is ended by a repetition of part one. In this particular spell there seems to be a correspondence between the form and the semantics. Whereas part one is predominandy procreative, part two and three are both protective and concerned with exorcism. However this might be a coincidence, as the other long spells do not follow the same pattern.
Mappings in the spell
The Start of the spell introduces a mapping between the soil and the sea. The ancestors shall "show the way" for the roots (of the plants) to a firm mooring in the ground. This mapping is very common in other spells especially in the noGon of "anchoring", which points to the general mapping between the garden and the sea. The cultural model mapping humans and the garden soil described above is used in the notion of "the belly of my garden". This is an image-schematic mapping having the core meaning "inside". However, it does seem as if this is extended further. As humans themselves emerged from the belly of the soil, the tc^tu emerges from the soil when harvested. Taytus are described as the children of the soil. This might explain the mapping between humans and ti^tu seen elsewhere. It is an instance of the general belief that common origin entails some sort of connection.
"The belly of my garden", meaning the inside of the soil, is then mapped to several other domains as illustrated in figure 8:
Whereas the four mappings on the left are predominandy dynamic, transferring a sense of upward movement, die four to die right are predominandy Stade or resultative mappings, transferring a spadal configuration. The combinadon of the mappings has two interrelated results. First, unwanted inferences are removed through the combined mappings leaving only the common Schemata intact. Secondly, the combined mappings result in a strengthening of the desired transfer of properdes through schemadc repeddon. Of course, all this is further strengthened by the physical experience of the ground moving slighdy upwards by the expansion of the growing yams and taro.
Where the first part of the spell is procreadve, aiming to enhance the fertility by diverse conceptual mappings, the second part of the spell consists of exorcism of different pests and diseases. The general mapping is between human acdons, having the possibility of dynamic interacdon with the world, and garden pests and diseases. This blend enables the magician to physically manipulate things that are otherwise difficult or impossible to manipulate in the real garden. It is another example of the mapping from a predominantly static domain characterised by a very specific interaction to a dynamic domain characterised by a very general mode of interaction. We see a high degree of iteradon of all elements in the mapping, strengthening the schematism of a movement away from the agent and removing unwanted inferenrial extensions. The mapping between a static and a dynamic Space is repeated in the next blend, sending the pests and diseases away by boat, using a paddle, by a concrete village, through a concrete sea-passage (through the coral reef), and off towards north-west. This is iUustrated in figure 10 : An interesting feature in this conceptual mapping is its consistency. The boat and the paddle are both mapped to elements in the garden domain facilitating the matching of the garden pests/diseases to a passenger in the boat Space. The passenger is not explicidy menooned in the spell bat is evoked by the Frame of an agent sailing a boat. Again, this partial mapping allows a dynamic interacdon with a somewhat static domain (garden) by mapping it onto a very dynamic domain (sailing).
The last part in the ritual I will analyse is the apparendy stränge matching between the agent's sister and pests and diseases in the garden. The mapping exposes its internal logic when related to the family-structure on the Trobriand Islands. The matrilineal hereditary rule with its formalised system of exchange between the brother and the sister's household, combined with a strict taboo against brother-sister incest, results in a formal and distanced relationship between brother and sister, having its sociological expression in the patrilocal marriageJ" So brother and sister must keep a physical and moral distance, even though they are from the same kinship group (the domain of the matrilineal family). In tlie same way, garden pests and diseases shall keep a distance and avoid physical contact with the crops, even though they all belong to the domain of the garden. In semiotic terms, this is a mapping between a deondc domain structuring moral relations, and a physical domain structuring physical reladons." This is illustrated in figure 11: The dotted line between 'me' (the agent) and 'sister', and between 'garden' and 'pest/ diseases', indicates, that the mapping is an expression of an analogy of the structural relaüonship within the two spaces. The line connecting 'me' and 'garden' is an expression of the logical but non-manifest entailment of this analogy of relations, whereas the bottom line is the expressed mapping between sister and pests. Again we see a mapping between a relatively static domain of the garden, to the more dynamic and morally regulated area of kinship relations.
All the mappings discussed above are supposed to make a difference, not just in comprehension, but in real physical changes enhancing the fertility of the garden, and exorcising possible pests and diseases by a pre-emptive strike. However, this does not entail that the Trobrianders do not know the difference between magic and practical action. Malinowski states over and over again that even though magic is inseparable from technical activities, the two are never confused, and they are both seen as necessary for a successful result of the activity. But why are the creation of conceptual mappings and blends in ritual believed to create a difference in the garden? There are several possible reasons for this: First, as mentioned above, the desired schematic and dynamic properties are strengthened by overlapping mappings entailing the removal of 10 Malinowski (1935, vol. 1: 206-207) . 11 An interesting questdon in this respect is whether a bad harvest ever is explained by reference to breach of Icinship rules in specific and the prohibition of brother-sister intimacy / incest in particular. This, of course, would strengthen the mapping considerably.
unwanted inferences and focus on the desired inferences. Secondly, a high degree of Iteration and other linguistic procedures ensure a differentiation of the ritual act from the surroundings, facilitating the belief that something special is going on.'^ Thirdly, the mapping from static domains with little degree of possible manipulation to dynamic domains with high degtees of manipulation should, all others things being equal, enhance the feeling of actual manipulation. Fourthly, but very important in this respect, is the material aspect of the magical rituals:
As described above, the spell is a part of a greater ritual complex. The axes, belonging to the men in the village, are coUected and placed on a mat. A leaf is tied around the handle, and magical powder is placed in it. Another mat is placed on top of the axes, and thereafter the spell is redted in between the two mats. After the spell is finished (about 45 minutes) the top mat is removed, and all the leaves on the axes are tied up, in order to imprison the magical power. This in turn enables the magical influence to be transferred to the garden through the contact of the axe with the soil and the bush in the garden plot the foUowing day. So, the 'material' aspects of the magician's voice are believed to influence the garden through the medium of the axe. In other rituals, the spells are said directly towards the soil, and the material aspect of the voice is believed to enter the ground directly -a kind of ritual deixis.
Another material aspect is the magical powder placed inside the leaf tied to the axe. This consists of several herbs and material from a bush-hen's nest, from a homet's-nest and from coral boulders. The herbs are mostly connected to the gardening through sympathetic relations to the crops, mapping properties as deep green foliage, strong stem and good fragrance from the wild herbs to the domesticated crops. Some of the conceptual mappings, expressed orally in the spell, also appear in the magical powder. Material taken from a bush-hens nest and a coral boulder creates material mappings strengthening the linguistic mappings. The point is that this material mapping enables a direct physical manipulation and connection of the related domains. It helps produce a reification of the ritual Space, in which some of the blends are experienced as a unified domain of reality. A metonymic relation is created between the various enrities in the blends, uniting them in the ritual Space, which is directed and brought in contact with the physical manifestation of die spell's aim -the soil of the garden and its crop.
Conclusion
To summarise, both lingiiistic and non-linguisric Factors contribute in strengthening cross-domain mappings in magical rituals. By the abundance of related metaphoric and metonymic connections, unwanted inferences are ruled out and the desired schematic and structural properties are highlighted. The construction of a ritual space facilitates a change in the participants' emotional, aesthetic and epistemic attitude by creating a blended Space in which different domains are allowed to interact. This, however, does not entail participants' uniform acceptance of magical and religious propositions and inferences. First, there is probably as big a difference in degrees of belief internally in a culture as between Western and so called 'traditional' cultures. Secondly, the individual might accept certain propositions and inferences based on schematic mappings at specific times and when performed by certain persons, but reject the same propositions in other situations and circumstances. Most importantly, the embedding of conceptual blends inside a ritual structure enhances the 'reality' of the blends and gives credence to the actions performed due to connections with authoritative acts and persons (Sorensen 2005b (Sorensen , 2007a (Sorensen , 2007b .
Is this Interpretation, then, similar to the Performative approach to magic, claiming magic to be (nothing but) an illocutionary and expressive act? Both yes and no: On one hand I agree with the importance of the Performative perspective highlighting the pragmatic circumstances of the magical ritual and pointing to the illocutionary properties of magical rituals. However, I do think this approach can be exa^erated. Speech-acts are found outside ritual actions and, in fact, often expose quasi-ritual characteristics necessary in order to gain their illocutionary effect (Sorensen 2005a) . The Intellectualist approach has a good point in emphasising the goal-rationality of magical actions: participants at least tend to believe that the ritual is a necessary precondition to certain acts and that successful Performance of the ritual makes a difference to the outcome of the act. This belief is often one of the prime reasons for performing the ritual in the first place. A possible explanation for the existence of this belief might be the projection of structure from a manipulative dynamic domain into the blend containing a more static target domain. This enables instrumental manipulation of otherwise uncontroUable or static domains. Another reasonable explanarion for the belief in the efficacy of magical rituals is the metonymic or contagious structures involved, especially in die practical acdons surrounding die ritual. As argued by psychologists Rozin & Nemeroff (1990) , contagion or contaminarion seems to be a very basic inferential stxategy widi a strong evolutionary foundation. Therefore, die question is not what is considered contagious, but rather how it comes about that some things are not considered contagious. Rozin & Nemeroff point to a strategy of framing situations in order to reduce the notion of contagious transfer. Another possible answer to this quesdon relates to a Symbolist approach according to which certain conceptual mappings and metonymic relations are sanctioned and controlled by the culture and tradition forming the context of the ritual action. This gives credit to a Symbolist notion according to which rituals enact, confirm, and revitalise symbolic structures unobservable or transparent to the participants' conscious reasoning, without claiming that this should be the raison d'etre for the ritual in the first place.
